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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies293

A 1985 G.I. Joe U.S.S. Flagg Aircraft Carrier from Series 4 with
matching Admiral figure, Keel-Haul. The figure comes with the
accompanying file card, which has been pre-cut. Hours were spent
to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to this
respective set and figure. Overall the items included in this set are
in nice condition, but do feature signs of play and storage wear
through scratching, paint scuffing (as seen on the figure), and on
the decals. See pictures for further condition and completion
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe U.S.S. Flagg 1985 Set294

A 1990 WWF Wrestling Challenge Board Game by Wilton Bradley.
Board game comes nearly complete, save for one missing card.
Game comes in original box that measures 19 1/4"x10". Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1WWF 1990 Boardgame295

Includes Destroy All Humans 1-2, Call of Duty 3 Special Edition,
Resident Evil 4, two WWE games, Syphon Filter: The Omega
Strain, NFL Street 3, and the Intellivision Lives retro gaming
compilation. Most are in cases, only RE4 has its manual. Untested.
You get all pictured.

1PlayStation 2 Classics (Lot of 9)296

2 reprinted issues from the Amazing Spiderman, including a Marvel
Milestone Edition issue #1 and issue #101 which notes the first
appearance of Morbius. NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man Reprints #1+101297

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure of
Nunchuk from G.I. Joe Shadow Ninjas, produced in 1993. The
packaging is in overall nice condition, however, storage wear is
present as warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of
the card. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Shadow Ninjas Nunchuk Figure298

A G.I Joe 1993 "Monster Blaster" APC that is in box, but has been
opened. Monster Blaster in in great to excellent condition and
comes with original instructions. Box measures approximately 8" x
14" x 5 1/2". Box is in good condition with wear around the flaps of
the box including a tear on the left hand side. Hours were spent

1G.I. Joe "Monster Blaster A.P.C." Vehicle299
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getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

A G.I. Joe Tiger Fly Helicopter with Recondo V2 from Series 7 in
1988. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to both the vehicle and figure. Overall,
these items are in beautiful condition, but do exhibit signs of light
storage and play wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Tiger Fly W/ Recondo Figure300

2 key issues from the 1989 2nd Series. NM condition.
1What If #44+49 (1989 2nd Series) Keys301

Six loose Crimson Guard Immortal Cobra Elite Trooper G.I. Joe
figures from Series 10 in 1991. All figures come with the
accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall great condition, but some display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Crimson Guard Immortal Figure Lot of (6)302

A collection of four posters for the group Run D.M.C. Posters vary
slightly in size with the largest being approximately 36x24 for
reference. Posters are in good condition with signs of wear
including abrasions and creasing especially near corners, and
some ink wear. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Run D.M.C Poster Lot of (4)303

A 1990 Series 9 G.I. Joe Hammer vehicle that measures
approximately 13" x 7" x 6". Item appears to be complete and is in
overall great condition with limited signs of play wear, however, the
box does exhibit signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

1GI Joe 1990 Hammer Vehicle304

6 issues of G.I Joe comics from various small press publishers.
Comics include some parody issues.  NM condition. 3D issue
missing glasses.

1G.I. Joe Small Press Group305
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Includes Uncharted: Drake's Fortune, Uncharted 2: Among
Thieves, Uncharted 3: Drake's Deception, and Lego Indiana Jones
2: The Adventure Continues. Bonus: an old Welcome to
PlayStation Network disc. All are in cases. Untested. You get all
pictured.

1PlayStation 3 Adventure Games (Lot of 4)306

A G.I. Joe 1994 "Manta Ray" and a 1991 "Septic Tank" that come
partially assembled in original box with accessories and
instructions. Both vehicles and boxes, and are in excellent
condition save for the G.I. Joe Fact Sheet that has been clipped
from the Septic Tank box. Manta Ray's packaging measures
approximately 7"x10 3/4"x3 1/2" and Septic Tank measures
9"x11"x4". Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the vehicles. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)307

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original international
card figure of G.I. Joe's Lifeline from 1989/1992. The packaging is
in overall great condition, however, storage wear is present as
warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of the card.
See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Lifeline Figure W/ International Card308

2 Whitman comics issues, including Superman & The Flash and
Superman's Action Comics. One is FN+, the other filler, pictures
show which is which.

1Whitman Comics Group of (2)309

Eight loose Iron Grenadiers G.I. Joe figures from Series 7 in 1988.
All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have
been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Iron Grenadiers Figure Lot of (8)310

A collection of over five assorted posters for musical artists such as
Iron Maiden, Anthrax, LL Cool J and more. Lot also includes two
signed posters for Helmet + Prong. Posters come in assorted sizes
with the largest being the LL Cool J poster being approximately
36"24".

1Band Poster Lot311

Includes selections form the Call of Duty, BioShock, Grand Theft
Auto, and Gears of War series, plus many more. All in cases, most
original but some GameStop/disc replay cases. Untested. You get
all pictured.

1Xbox 360 Shooters, Thrillers, & More (Lot of 45)312

A collection of film slides from Kenner's Power Of The Force series
as well as a collector series Stormtrooper, still in box. Lot also
includes various collectors series boxes, but note that they do not

1Star Wars Assorted Lot313
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contain figures. Boxed Stormtrooper is in excellent condition as he
has not been removed from his packaging. Stormtrooper box is in
good condition but has signs of storage wear including seam wear
and corner creases. Additional figure boxes show the same general
wear. Boxed Stormtrooper measures 13"x6 1/4"x3 1/2".

Twenty-six video game strategy guides and related magazines.
Features guides for Grand Theft Auto, Mortal Kombat, WWF
Smack Down, and more! Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Video Game Strategy Guide & Magazine Lot of (26)314

All 4 issues from the 1987 series. NM-/NM condition.
1G.I. Joe & The Transformers Full Run (1987)315

A G.I. Joe Vs Cobra: Ninja Shadowdown which features
approximately 10 1/2" tall figures of Snake Eyes vs. Storm
Shadow. Includes additional DVD of Spy Troops the Movie. This
item was produced by Hasbro in 2003 and appears to be complete.
Overall, the items included seem to be in nice condition, however,
the box does display signs of storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

1GI Joe Ninja Showdown Snake Eyes/Storm Shadow316

A collection of books, magazines, and coloring books. Conditions
vary. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Star Wars Publication Lot317

Includes classics like Borderlands, Fallout 3, and Batman: Arkham
Asylum. All games in original cases. You get all pictured. Untested.

1PlayStation 3 Sci-Fi/Action Games (Lot of 6)318

12 issues from Chaos comics featuring wrestlers like the Ultimate
Warrior, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Mankind and more. NM-/NM
condition.

1Wrestling Comic Group of (12)319

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure of
Storm Shadow from G.I. Joe Shadow Ninjas, produced in 1993.
The packaging is in overall nice condition, however, storage wear is
present as warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of
the card. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Shadow Ninjas Storm Shadow Figure320

A G.I Joe 1988  "Stellar Stiletto" and 1991 "Paralyzer" that are
without boxes, but includes accessories, instructions, and Stiletto
Pilot "Star-Viper". Stiletto measures approximately 13 1/4" x 5" and
Paralyzer measures 8 3/4" x 5 3/4". 7th series Star-Viper figure is in
great condition and measures 4" in height. Vehicles appear to be in
great condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
vehicles. Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)321
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Over 600 cards and 200 stickers. Includes a full set of WWF
Attitude #1-72 trading cards and Classic WWF Singles with a
bonus ticket to a 2009 Monday Night Raw. Conditions vary. You
get all pictured.

11990s Wrestling Card & More Lot322

A set of 4 Amazing Spider-Man comics from the 1990's that include
Spider-Man Skating On Thin Ice, Double Trouble, Hit and Run, and
Chaos In Calgary. Highlights include a McFarlane Cover on issue
#1.  NM-/NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man 4 Issue Set323

Game and box are in gorgeous condition with mild wear. No
manual. Tested, works.

1Mega Man 2 NES/Cart & Original Box/WORKS324

A G.I Joe 1989  "Mudfighter" and "Lynx" that are without boxes, but
includes accessories, instructions, and Mudfighter Pilot "Dogfight".
Mudfighter measures approximately 11" x 8" and Lynx measures
12" x 5". 8th series Dogfight figure is in great condition and
measures 4" in height. Vehicles appear to be in great condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)325

A 1990 Series 9 G.I. Joe Cobra Rage Cobra Command Weapon
vehicle that measures approximately 12" x 9" x 4". Item appears to
be complete and is in overall great condition with limited signs of
play wear, however, the box does exhibit signs of light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe 1990 Cobra Rage Set326

23 issues from Chaos comics featuring WWF wrestler Undertaker.
Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1WWF Undertaker Comic Group of (23)327

Includes four games. Super Mario World comes with manual, the
rest do not. Also includes Mortal Kombat II and Clue. Untested.
You get all pictured.

1Super Mario World, Mortal Kombat, & More! (Lot of328

A G.I Joe Python Patrol 1989 "STUN" vehicle and "ASP" that are
without boxes, but include seven figures, accessories, instructions,
and box cards. Stun measures 11 1/4"x 7 1/4" and ASP measures
10"x 5". Vehicles appears to be in great condition with minimal
signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Figures measure 3 3/4" in
height and are in great to excellent condition. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)329

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Stretcher, Metal-Head, Cobra Commander, Pathfinder, and Sci-Fi.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)330

LOT # QTY
All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have
been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

A collection of G.I Joe gear and accessories and extra parts from
multiple series. Accessories come loose, and include packs from
1983. Lot also includes box top coupons and stickers. Please see
photos for further details and conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Gear and Accessory Lot331

Includes Killzone 2-3, Army of Two" The 40th Day, TNA Impact,
and more. All in original cases. You get all pictured. Untested.

1PlayStation 3 Shooters & More (Lot of 7)332

2 complete G.I. Joe mini series including the G.I Joe Yearbook
(1985-1988) and G.I. Joe Order of Battle (1986). Highlights include
G.I. Joe Yearbook #4 which marks the first appearance of Croc
Master. VF to NM overall.

1G.I. Joe Mini Series Group of (2) w/Keys333

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original international
card figure of G.I. Joe's Duke from 1989/1992. The packaging is in
overall great condition, however, storage wear is present as
warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of the card.
See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Duke Figure W/ International Card334

A working G.I Joe 1985 "Cobra CAT" vehicle that is without box,
but includes figure "Cobra Commander". Vehicle measures 11"x5
1/2". Vehicle appears to be in great condition with minimal signs of
storage wear and sticker wear. Cobra Commander figure measures
3 3/4" and is in good condition with some paint wear. Cobra CAT is
battery powered, and has been tested. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for
completion and further details. Vehicle does not come with
batteries.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra C.AT." Vehicle335

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Snake Eyes, Hawk, Countdown, Low-Light, and Beach Head. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)336

18 comics from Verotik comics including Satanika #1, which is
signed by Glenn Danzig and features cover art by Simon Bisley.
Highlights also include Satanika #8 which has the first appearance

1Verotik Comic Group Signed337
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of Morella, who appeared in Danzig's Horror anthology film
"Verotika". NM-/NM condition.

Includes some sealed games! Features Elder Scrolls games, The
Sims, Bioshock, and many more. Untested. You get all pictured.

1PC Games (Lot of 22)338

A collection of six G.I. Joe figures from mostly series 10 (1991).
Figures measure roughly 4" in height and come with
information/identification card and accessories. Figures are in great
to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (6)339

A Joe Louis ringside WWE folding chair from May 23rd, 2010 which
features the wrestler Edge on the seat. Overall, this item appears
to be in beautiful condition but does have minor areas of wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1WWE 2010 Joe Louis Ringside Chair340

Issues #1-32 of the 1990 series Spider-Man. Highlights include the
silver edition of issue #1 as well as #16 being the final issue written
and illustrated by Todd McFarlane for Marvel Comics. Overall VF to
NM, most are NM.

1Spider-Man (1990) Group w/Keys341

A G.I. Joe Series 8 Thunderclap vehicle set from 1989 with original
packaging. This set appears to be complete. The box measures
approximately 24 1/2" x 14" x 6 1/2" and is in overall nice condition,
but does display signs of moderate storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Thunderclap Vehicle Set342

A  G.I Joe 1986 "Conquest X-30" vehicle that is without box, but
includes figure "Slip-Stream", accessories and instructions. Plane
measures 18 1/2"x13 1/4"and appears to be in good condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Slip-Stream figure
measures 3 3/4" and is in good condition with some paint wear.
Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles.
Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Conquest X-30"343

Includes Tomb Raider 1-3, Steel Harbinger, and Syphon Filter.
Games and manuals in original jewel cases. Jewel case condition
varies, games and manuals look great. Untested. You get all
pictured.

1Tomb Raider & More Action/PS1 (Lot of 5)344

2 complete Venom mini series including Venom Funeral Pyre and
Venom: The Enemy Within. Highlights include a glow-in-the-dark
cover for issue #1 of Enemy Within and Venom vs Morbius on
issue #2.  NM condition.

1Venom Mini Series Group of (2) w/Keys345
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Twenty-three DVDs of television series and movies which features
Heroes, Transformers, Avatar, Star Trek: The Next Generation, and
more! Conditions vary. Discs have not been tested. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1TV Series & Movies on DVD Lot of (23)346

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series. Figures
include Beach Head, Alley Viper, Mercer, Duke, Mace, Heat Viper,
and Crimson Guard Commander. Figures measure roughly 4" in
height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition with
minimal to no signs of playwear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)347

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Firefly, Quick Kick, Major Bludd, The Enemy, Baroness,
Destro, and Scrap-Iron. All figures come with the accompanying file
cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that
any accessories and weapons were matched to their respective
figures. Each figure has a varying degree of condition and they are
in overall great condition, but some display signs of light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)348

A collection of five G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
are from the 1990's. Figures include Sneak Peek, Backblast,
Shipwreck, Countdown, and Airborne. Figures measure roughly 4"
in height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition with
minimal to no signs of playwear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (5)349

Original box and cartridge in fantastic shape. Missing sleeve and
manual. Hangtab unpunched. Tested, works.

1Castlevania NES in Box/Hang Tab/WORKS350

A 5 issue complete set of Planet of the Symbiotes story arc.
Highlights include the origin of the alien symbiote. NM condition.

1Planet of The Symbiotes Complete Set351

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original international
card figure of G.I. Joe's Dial-Tone from 1989/1992. The packaging
is in overall great condition, however, storage wear is present as
warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of the card.
See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Dial-Tone Figure W/ International Card352

A collection of ten G.I. Joe figures from various series but are
primarily from the 1990's. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height
and come with information/identification card and accessories.
Figures are in great to excellent condition with minimal to no signs
of playwear. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (10)353

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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get all pictured.

A complete Marvel Contest of Champions: Battlerealm board game
which was produced by Kabam in 2019. Overall, this game appears
to be in overall great condition and seems to have been never
played. The box is in beautiful shape with minor areas of storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Marvel Contest of Champions: Battlerealm Game354

All four 1992 Spider-Man annuals. Features Venom's 1st Solo story
as backup tale. NM condition.

1Spider-Man Hero Killers Story Arc Set/Key Venom355

Includes Tekken 1-2, Grand Theft Auto., Final Doom, and Legacy
Of Kain: Blood Omen. Games and manuals in original jewel cases.
Jewel case condition varies, games and manuals look great.
Untested. You get all pictured.

1PlayStation Classics feat. Tekken/PS1/Lot of 5356

A G.I Joe 1987 "Cobra Sea Ray" vehicle that is without box, but
includes figure "Sea Slug", instructions, and accessories. Vehicle
measures 10"x10". Vehicle appears to be in great condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Sea Slug figure
measures 3 3/4" and is in good condition with some paint wear.
Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles.
Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra Sea Ray"357

A 1988 G.I. Joe Mean Dog vehicle with Mean Dog Driver
"Wildcard" figure. Both items are from Series 7 and include the
accompanying instructions booklet and pre-cut file card for the
driver figure. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figure and vehicle. Both
items have varying degrees of condition and are in overall great
condition, but some signs of light storage wear is present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Mean Dog Vehicle & Figure Set358

9 issues from the 1985 series Web of Spider-Man. Highlights
include a 2nd print gold holographic edition of issue #90. Issue #97
also marks the first appearance of Dr. Kevin Trench (Nightwatch).
NM condition.

1Web of Spider-Man (1985) Group w/Keys359

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Red Star, Scoop, Repeater, General Flagg, and Stalker.. All figures
come with the accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut.
Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons
were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying
degree of condition and they are in overall great condition, but
some display signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)360
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A series 3 hooded "Cobra Commander" figure from 1984. Cobra
Commander was never released In stores and was a mail-in offer
only. Figure stands about 3 3/4" in height and is without box, but in
good condition. Figure has some storage and paint wear, with most
of the gold detailing having been worn off. Figure comes with laser
pistol and identification card. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1G.I. Joe S3 "Cobra Commander" 1984361

Box is open, but with shrink wrap still attached! Everything's in
pretty dang good shape. Test, Works!

1Zelda II Adventure of Link/NES/Complete/WORKS362

19 issues from the 1976 series The Spectacular Spider-Man.
Highlights include a 2nd print gold holographic edition of issue
#189. Also noted is issue #222 which marks the first cameo
appearance of Spidercide, and #225 marks the first appearance of
Ben Urich as the Green Goblin. NM condition.

1Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) Group363

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure of
Outback from G.I. Joe Battle Corps, produced in 1992. The
packaging is in overall nice condition, however, storage wear is
present as warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of
the card. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Battle Corps Outback Figure364

A collection of five G.I. Joe series 6&7 motorized action packs and
accessory packs. Action packs include instructions as well. Packs
are without box, but separated and in good to great condition.
Items may show small signs of playwear. Hours were spent getting
accessories to the correct packs. Please see photos for completion
and further details.

1G.I. Joe Action Packs And Accessory Lot365

Includes one untested Zapper (didn't have any compatible games,
it's in good shape) one seemingly nonfunctional copy of Blaster
Master (all we could get was a gray screen, maybe you'll be lucky!),
box for NES game Wizardry (no cartridge/manual), manuals for
NES and Game Boy Advance games, Nintendo Power subscription
card, and 11 vintage posters.

1NES Zapper+ Nintendo Ephemera Lot (Box, Posters, M366

A collection of ten 1986 G.I Joe "B.A.T.S" figures from the 5th
series. Figures each come with original accessories, but are loose
without box. Figures have small amounts of storage/playwear.
Hours were spent getting accessories to the correct figure. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe "B.A.T.S" Figure Lot (10)367

A variety of eleven vinyl records which includes albums from the
Smother Brothers, Joeski Love, and comedy from Bill Cosby.
Conditions vary, however, many records display some sort of
scratching and the sleeves present a variety of storage wear. See

1Record Variety Lot of (11)368

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

10 issues from the 1990 series Spider-Man that includes highlights
from issues #51-53 regarding Ben Reilly as the Scarlet Spider. #51
also features a foil cover. NM condition.

1Spider-Man (1990) #51-58 + #60-61 w/Keys369

Includes Mortal Kombat Deception, Armageddon, and Shaolin
Monks. All games are in box with instruction manual. Untested.

1Mortal Kombat PS2 (Lot of 3)370

A collection of four G.I. Joe figures from series 1-4, but primarily
are from the 1980's. Figures include Gung Ho, Lady Jaye, Airtight,
and Mutt. Figures measure roughly 4" in height and come with
information/identification card and accessories. Figures are in great
to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (4)371

A 1988 G.I. Joe figure of Hit & Run from the Airborne Assault
Parachute Pack Special which was a part of Series Seven. This
figure comes with an accompanying pre-cut file card as well as the
top portion of the packaging. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to this figure. Overall, this
figure appears to be in great shape with minor signs of play wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe 1988 Hit & Run Airborne Assault Figure372

11 comic issues involving Venom's integration into other series.
Highlights include the 1992 Spider-Man special edition issue which
marks the battle of Spider-man and Daredevil vs Venom. This
issue was exclusively obtained through a UNICEF mail-in charity
drive. NM condition.

1Venom Appearance Lot373

Includes three LEGO sets from the 1980s, featuring #6929
Starfleet Voyager, #6892 Modular Space Transport, and a #1498
Spy-Bot. All sets appear to be complete and come with the
matching instruction booklets. Overall, these LEGO sets appear to
be in nice condition, but do exhibit light playwear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage LEGO Space Sets of (3)374

The 1986 Toys R' Us exclusive G.I Joe "box set" loose without box.
Set includes five figures and a cassette. Figures include Claymore,
Dial-tone, Leatherneck, Mainframe and Wet Suit, as well as the
original accessories. Figures measure approximately 4" in height
and are in good condition with minimal to no playwear or storage
wear. Hours were spent finding the correct accessories. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I. Joe Special Mission Brazil (1986)375

Game and box are in gorgeous condition with mild wear. No
manual. Tested, works!

1Mega Man 3 NES/Cart & Original Box/WORKS376

LOT # QTY

All 14 issues that make up the Maximum Carnage story arc.  NM
condition.

1Maximum Carnage Complete Story Arc377

A 1986 G.I. Joe H.A.V.O.C. (Heavy Articulated Vehicle Ordnance
Carrier) from Series 5 that comes with the set's H.A.V.O.C. Driver,
Cross-Country.  Includes the accompanying instructions booklet
and pre-cut file card for the driver figure. Hours were spent to
ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figure and vehicle. Both items have varying degrees of
condition and are in overall great condition, but some signs of light
storage wear is present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe H.A.V.O.C. Vehicle & Figure Set378

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series, but most
predominantly from the 80's. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in
height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition with
minimal to no signs of playwear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)379

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original international
card figure of G.I. Joe's Major Bludd from 1989. The packaging is
in overall great condition, however, storage wear is present as
warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of the card.
See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Major Bludd Figure W/ International Card380

Both standard and nude cover versions of Hellina Taking Back The
Night (1995). NM condition.

1Hellina Taking Back The Night + Nude Variant381

Tecmo's classic thriller game for the original PlayStation! Comes
with game and manual (including registration card) in original jewel
case. Everything looks great. Untested.

1Temco's Deception/ps1/PlayStation/Complete382

A collection of a 1984 Cobra Water Moccasin, a 1985 Cobra Night
Landing, Cobra Bunker battle station, and a "Copperhead" figure.
Vehicles and Bunker are in good to great condition with some
playwear including light scuffs. The bunker in particular has some
amatuer repair work. Water Moccasin measures 10 3/4"x4 1/2" for
scale reference. Water Moccasin pilot "Copperhead" measures
approximately 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with some
playwear and paint wear.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle and Set Lot (3)383

A figure of G.I. Joe from 1994 which was a special mail away figure
which was a part of G.I. Joe's 30th Anniversary. This figure comes
with the accompanying pre-cut file card and machine gun
accessory. Overall, this figure appears to be in beautiful shape, but
does have a paint scuff present on the back of his belt. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe 1994 Mail Away Figure384

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection consisting of a 1988 Desert Fox 6 W.D with driver
"Skidmark", a 1984 Mountain Howitzer, 1985 Silver Mirage
Motorcycle (tab broken on sidecar and attached to motortcycle),
1984 MANTA and 1985 Battle Station. Vehicles come with their
own accessories and instructions and are generally in good
condition with some spots of playwear and paint wear. Largest
vehicle is the Desert Fox which measures 10"x4 1/2" for reference.
Skidmark measures 4" in height and is in good condition as well.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I Joe Vehicle and Set Lot (4)385

Two LEGO System Star Wars sets which includes sets #7128
Speeder Bikes and #7130 Snowspeeder. We believe these sets to
be complete. Overall, these sets are in nice condition with limited
play wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1LEGO System Star Wars Sets Lot of (2)386

17 issues including the Insane Clown Posse Pendulum #12 which
includes a CD, as well as ICP's one-shot special: Hallowicked.

1Insane Clown Posse Comic Group (17) w/Keys387

Includes WWF WrestleMania Challenge (complete in box), Destiny
of an Emperor (missing manual), and Crystalis (Missing manual).
All three have boxes in gorgeous shape. All tested, all work.

1Classic NES Games in Box/Lot of (3)/WORKS388

A collection consisting of a 1988 "Cobra IMP", 1988 "Destro's
Despoiler", 1985 "Cobra Flight Pod" with Destro figure, 1984
"Cobra CLAW", and a 1983 "SNAKE". The Cobra Imp is the largest
figure measuring 7 1/2" x 4 1/2" for reference. Vehicles are in good
to great condition with some playwear including some light surface
scuffs or scratches. Destro figure measures approximately 4" in
height and is in good condition with some paint wear. Hours were
spent matching the correct accessories to the vehicle or figure.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I Joe Vehicle Lot (5)389

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure of
Snake-Eyes from G.I. Joe Shadow Ninjas, produced in 1993. The
packaging is in overall nice condition, however, storage wear is
present as warping and slight scuffing is visible along the edges of
the card. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Shadow Ninjas Snake-Eyes Figure390

17 issues including #7 which marks the first appearance of
Psyche-out. VF to NM- condition.

1G.I. Joe Special Missions Group w/Key391

A 1989 Slaughter's Marauders Equalizer from G.I. Joe's Series
Eight which we believe to be complete with two figures Slaughter's
Marauders figures. Features both Sgt. Slaughter and Spirit. The
box measures approximately 17" 11 1/2" x 4". Hours were spent to
ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to this

1GI Joe Equalizer Slaughter's Marauders & Figures392

LOT # QTY
vehicle. All items have varying degrees of condition and are in
overall beautiful condition, but some signs of light storage wear is
present. See pictures for further condition details.

A G.I Joe 1990 "Locust" helicopter and 1984 "Slugger" that are
without boxes, but include figure "Thunder", accessories,
instructions, and box cards. Locust measures 7 3/4"x 3 1/2" and
Slugger measures 13 1/4"x 4". Vehicles appear to be in good
condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear.
Thunder figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition
with some paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)393

Blizzard's classic hack-and-slash adventure for the original
PlayStation! Includes manual (complete with registration offer that
we imagine is expired) and game in original jewel case. Manual is
in GD condition. CD looks good but is untested. Jewel case loose
great from the outside, CD holder is broken but still holds the game
snugly if not securely. See photos for details

1Diablo/PS1/PlayStation/Complete394

13 issues from the 1963 1st series Amazing Spider-Man. Highlights
include issue #375 which sports a gold foil cover and marks the
first appearance of Ann Weying (Future She-Venom). Issue #397
also features the first appearance of Stunner. Overall VF to NM,
most are NM.

1The Amazing Spider-Man # 368-175, 394, 396-399.395

A Series 7 G.I. Joe figure of Super Trooper from 1988. This figure
comes with the accompanying pre-cut file card. Hours were spent
to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to this
figure. Overall, this figure appears to be in beautiful shape, but
does have some minor paint scuffs present. See pictures for further
condition details.

1GI Joe Super Trooper Mail Away Figure396

A collection of eight 1991 G.I Joe "Snow Serpent" figures from the
10th series. Figures each come with original accessories, but are
loose without box. Figures have small amounts of
storage/playwear. Hours were spent getting accessories to the
correct figure. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.
You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe "Snow Serpent" Figure Lot (8)397

No Holds Barred Action! Comes with everything in original box/
Untested. Box has some shelf wear.

1WWF Royal Rumble/SNES/Complete In Box398

6 issues from the 1988 Marvel Presents Series. #117 marks the
first meeting of Wolverine and Venom. NM condition.

1Marvel Comics Presents #117-122 | #117 + 118/Key399

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Approximately 800 Marvel trading cards from various series and
years. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Marvel Trading Card Lot400

A collection of four promo and prototype cards for WWF/WWE
wrestlers such as The Undertaker and more. Cards come from
several brands including Topps and Action Packed. Cards are in
good condition with some storage wear including edgewear. Cards
are stored in a plastic case which measures 3 3/4" x 2 3/4" and is
in good overall condition as well. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

1WWF Promo Card Lot of (4)401

A variety of LEGO Minifigures, featuring astronauts, knights,
occupational figures, and more. Conditions vary. You get all
pictured.

1LEGO Minifigure Variety Lot402

A collection of G.I Joe accessories and extra parts from multiple
series. Accessories come loose, and include gear from the 1990
Night Creeper. Please see photos for further details and conditions.
You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Gear and Accessory Lot403

Capcom's classic JRPG for the original PlayStation! Game and
manual in original jewel case. Manual is in great shape, registration
card has been removed. Disc looks good but has not been tested.
Jewel case has some cosmetic cracks on the back but is intact and
otherwise looks good. See photos for details.

1Breath of Fire III/PS1/PlayStation/Complete404

10 issues from the 1988 Marvel Presents Series. #85 has interior
art by Jae Lee. #86 marks the first appearance of Cyber. #89
features interior art in comics by Joe Madureira. NM condition.

1Marvel Comics Presents #85-91, 93, 94, 100 w/Keys405

A Series 8 G.I. Joe figure of Steel Brigade from 1989. This figure
comes with the accompanying green backpack, however, the rifle,
patch, and file card are missing. Overall, this figure appears to be
in nice shape, but does have some minor paint scuffs present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Steel Brigade Mail Away Figure406

A collection of 107 Wrestling centric cards from the early to mid
90's. Lot features a Razor Ramon chase card. Cards are in good to
great condition with minimal to no scuffs and are stored in card
sleeves. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Action Packed and Classic WWF Wrestling Cards407

Both games come in original boxes, all in gorgeous condition with
mild wear. No manuals. Tested, both work!

1Super Mario Bros. 2 & 3 NES/Cart & Original Box/WO408

LOT # QTY

13 issues from the 1988 Marvel Presents Series involving the
complete Wolverine/WeaponX story arc. Highlights include the
debut of Weapon X and the origin of Wolverine's full Weapon X
design. #73 also marks the first appearance of Dr. Abraham
Cornelius. NM condition.

1Marvel Comics Presents #72-84 w/Keys409

A variety of thrash metal band posters featuring Metallica, Iron
Maiden, Anthrax, and more. The Iron Maiden poster measures
approximately 32" x 22 1/2". Conditions vary. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Thrash Metal Poster Lot of (7)410

A collection of four G.I. Joe figures from the 90's Sky Patrol series.
Figures include Airwave, Altitude, Dropzone, and Static Line.
Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come with
information/identification card and accessories. Figures are in great
to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (4)411

A variety of LEGO sets and figures, including parts related to The
Simpsons, Indiana Jones, Marvel, pirates, and more! Sets may or
may not be complete. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1LEGO Variety Lot412

4 issues from the 1963 series. #332 depicts Venom with a long
tongue and drool, a significant addition to Venom's design, added
by Erik Larsen. NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #330-333 | #332/Key413

Classic original PlayStation game complete with game and manual
in original jewel case. Untested. Everything  is in great shape.

1Wild Arms/PS1/PlayStation/Complete414

A collection of over 180 Spider Man trading cards including the
McFarlane era base set #1-90, 30th Anniversary base set #1-90,
and 4 prism chase cards. Cards vary in condition but are overall
good and come stored in 9-card sleeve sheets. Collection also
includes a Spider Man vending machine sticker and 3 Spider Man
1st cover trading cards. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1Spider Man Trading Card Lot415

A Series 11 G.I. Joe figure of Super Trooper from 1992 with rare
black swords, which are still factory sealed in the original bag.. This
figure comes with the accompanying pre-cut file card. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to this figure. Overall, this figure appears to be in beautiful shape,
but does have some minor paint scuffs present. See pictures for
further condition details.

1GI Joe Cobra Ninja Viper Mail Away Figure416

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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2 issues from the 1963 series. #315 marks the 2nd appearance of
Venom and his first partial cover appearance. #317 marks the 4th
appearance of Venom. NM-/NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #315 +317 /Keys417

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot418

A collection of G.I Joe accessories. instructions, and general
extras. Lot includes combo pack series 19 figures Agent Faces and
Zartan as well as Micro Figures of Sgt. Slaughter and Cobra
Commander. Miscellaneous extras vary in condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Accessory and Instruction Lot419

Poster insert is a little beat up, but everything is there! Game and
box look great. Tested, works!

1Legend of Zelda NES/Complete in Box/WORKS420

3 issues from the 1963 series. #345 sees Cletus Kasady becomes
infected by the Venom symbiote. Other highlights include covers by
Erik Larson for #346 and #347. NM-/NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #345 -347 /Keys421

Two figures from Kenner's 1970/80s Star Wars action figure line
which features a Stormtrooper and an Imperial Pilot. The
Stormtrooper figure measures approximately 3 3/4" tall. Overall,
these figures are in nice shape, however, do exhibit light storage
wear as seen in scuffs and discoloration marks in the paint. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

180s Star Wars Stormtrooper/Imperial Pilots Figures422

This collection features the Marvel Universe Series 3 #1-200 base
set with all 5 holo chase cards and an additional holo Venom.
Additionally this lot contains the 1992 Wolverine Base Set from the
"From then 'Til Now II" set which includes 6 prism chase cards.
Cards are in good to great condition and are stored in 9-page card
sheets. Additionally noted is the Ghost Rider and Wolverine
vending machine stickers. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Marvel 1990's Trading Cars/Chase Set423

Three loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Royal Guard, Nemesis Enforcer, and Golobulus. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (3)424

LOT # QTY

A collection of five G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
ones from the 90's. Figures include Leatherneck, Rock & Roll,
Dialtone, Flint and Lightfoot. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in
height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition with
minimal to no signs of playwear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (5)425

Open, but shrink-wrap not removed! Only missing the map/poster!
Box and cartridge in gorgeous shape. Tested, works!

1Ultima: Quest of the Avatar/NES/Box+Manual/WORKS426

8 issues from the 1963 series. #400 is the "Death" of Aunt May.
#406 marks the first full appearance of Lady Octopus. NM
condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #400 -406 + Annual427

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot428

This collection features a near complete series base set 1, which is
only missing #17, 29, + 72. Collection also contains a completed
series base set 2. Cards are in good to great condition and are
stored in 9-card sleeves. Additionally this collection includes xh-1,
xh-2 and hologram chase cards. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

1X-Men Card Series 1+2 Lot429

Tested, system and both games work. Includes Madden '06 and
Shark Tale. Game Boy is Flame Red.

1Game Boy Advance SP/Two Games/No Charger430

Full runs of both Infinity Gauntlet #1-6 and Infinity War #1-6.
Highlights include first appearances of Epoch and Terraxia
(Gauntlet) and the origin of Gamora (War). NM condition.

1Marvel Infinity Gauntlet/War Full Runs431

Three loose G.I. Joe figures relating to Sgt. Slaughter's Renegades
from 1987's Series 6. Includes Mercer, Red Dog, and Taurus. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Sgt Slaughter's Renegades Figure Lot of (3)432

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the 90's. Figures include Barbecue,
Toxo-Zombie (x2), Ozone, Clean-Sweep, Flint (x2), and Deep-Six.
Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come with
information/identification card and accessories. Figures are in great

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)433

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear .Hours
were spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please
see photos for further completion and detailed conditions. You get
all pictured.

Two loose Star Brigade Predacon G.I. Joe figures from 1994's
Series 13. Both figures come with the accompanying file cards,
which have been pre-cut. Accessories are still connected to the
original factory sprues. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figures,
however, one machete appears to be missing. Each figure has a
varying degree of condition and they are in overall great condition,
but some display signs of light storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Predacon Star Brigade Loose Figures of (2)434

3 issues including the first issue for the 1993 Venom series (NM
condition), Venom on Trial (VF/VF+ with some stains), and Rune
Vs Venom (NM condition) which depicts Venom with bat like wings
for the first time..

1Venom #1 + One-Shots435

Game and box are in gorgeous condition with mild wear. No
manual. Includes generic replacement sleeve. Tested, works!

1Super Mario Bros. 1 NES/Cart & Original Box/WORKS436

A collection of five G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
ones from the late 80's and early 90's. Figures include Sci-fi, Free
Fall, Shockwave, Dee Jay, and Backblast. Figures measure
roughly 3 3/4" in height and come with information/identification
card and accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition
with minimal to no signs of playwear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see photos for
further completion and detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (5)437

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot438

4 issues from the various series that complete the Spirits of Venom
story arc.  NM-/NM condition.

1Spirits of Venom Complete Set439

Includes Super Mario Galaxy, Mario Kart Wii, Mario & Sonic at the
Olympic Games, and some licensed titles. Not tested.

1Nintendo Wii Games/Used/In Box (Lot of 7)440

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the 90's. Figures include Scarlett, Cobra
B.A.A.T, Slice, Astro Viper, Duke, Heavy Duty and Cobra Supreme
Commander. Figures measure roughly 4" in height and come with
information/identification card and accessories. Figures are in great
to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear. Hours
were spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)441

LOT # QTY
see photos for further completion and detailed conditions. You get
all pictured.

Two vintage Star Wars Power of the Force coins from 1984, both of
which feature Barada Skiff Sentry and Amanaman. Coins measure
approximately 1 1/2" in diameter. Both coins are in overall nice
shape, however, light scratching is visible on both faces of the coin.
See pictures for further condition details.

1Star Wars Power of the Force Coins Lot of (2)442

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the 80's and 90's. Figures include Scarlett,
Tomax & Xamot, Motor Viper, Hydro Viper, H.E.A.T Viper, Sci-Fi
and Balrog. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come
loose with some accessories. Figures are in great to good condition
with small signs of playwear including paint wear.  Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see
photos for further completion and detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (8)443

Three loose G.I. Joe figures from various Ninja Force and Star
Brigade. Includes T'Jbang, two Night Creeper, Dice, Snake-Eyes,
Banzai, and Payload. All figures come with the accompanying file
cards, which have been pre-cut. Many of the accessories are still
attached to the original factory sprues. Hours were spent to ensure
that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of condition
and they are in overall great condition, but some display signs of
light storage wear. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1GI Joe Ninja Force Loose Figures Lot of (7)444

11 near consecutive issues from the 1985 series. #118 Super Key
is a Newsstand Variant and also marks the first appearance of Ben
Reilly as Scarlet Spider. Other highlights include the first
appearance of Kaine and Phil Urich's Green Goblin. NM condition.

1Web of Spider-Man #118-127 + 129 w/Keys445

Featuring Mega Man, Top Gun, a Boy & His Blob, and other classic
Nintendo Entertainment System games. Cartridges only, no boxes.
You get all pictured. All tested, all work!

1Mega Man, Blaster Master, & More/NES/Cartridge Onl446

A collection of eight G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the  80's. Figures include Golobulus, Royal
Guard, Viper, Cobra, Cobra B.A.T, Storm Shadow, Quick Kick,
Zartan and Buzzer. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and
come loose with some accessories. Figures are in great to good
condition with signs of playwear including paint wear.  Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see
photos for further completion and detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (8)447
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A variety of LEGO building instruction booklets. The LEGO System
#6008 Royal King box is empty. Conditions vary. You get all
pictured.

1LEGO Building Instructions & More Lot448

2 complete mini series including the 4-part series Venom: Carnage
Unleashed, as well as issues #1-3 of Venom Sinner Takes It All.
#3 of Sinner Takes It All marks the full appearance of She-Venom.
NM condition.

1Venom Complete Mini Series Group of (2) w/Keys449

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot450

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the 80's. Figures include Storm Shadow,
Firefly, Torpedo, Flash, Deep Six, Cover Girl and Python Trooper.
Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come loose with
some accessories. Figures are in great to good condition with small
signs of playwear including paint wear.  Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see photos for
further completion and detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)451

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Storm Shadow, Blizzard, Chuckles, Falcon, and Budo. All figures
come with the accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut.
Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons
were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying
degree of condition and they are in overall great condition, but
some display signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)452

2 complete mini series including the 4-part series Venom: Nights of
Vengeance, as well as all 4 issues of Venom Separation Anxiety.
Issue #1 of Separation Anxiety sees symbiote mocking Brock.  NM
condition.

1Venom Limited Series Group of (2) w/Keys453

Two figures from Kenner's 1977 Star Wars action figure line which
features Ben Kenobi and Darth Vader. The Kenobi figure measures
approximately 3 3/8" tall. Overall, these figures are in nice shape,
however, do exhibit light storage wear as seen in scuffs in the
paint. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

170s Star Wars Ben Kenobi & Darth Vader Figures454

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from various series but
primarily ones from the 80's. Figures include Python Crimson
Guard, Red Star, Lifeline, Alley Viper V1+V4, Ghost Rider, and
Cobra. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come loose.
Figures are in good condition with small signs of playwear including
paint wear. However, Cobra figure is missing a hand and has glue

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (7)455

LOT # QTY
residue. Please see photos for further completion and detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

Sixteen loose Viper related G.I. Joe figures from various series and
years. Includes Cesspool, Alley Viper, Night-Viper, Sludge Viper,
Rock-Viper, Vipers, Cobra Toxo-Viper, H.E.A.T. Viper, Frag-Viper,
S.A.W.-Viper, Toxo Viper, Hydro-Vipers, Range-Vipers,
Techno-Viper, Astro-Viper, and Laser-Viper. All figures come with
the accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall great condition, but some display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Viper Figure Lot of (16)456

6 issues from the 1963 series. #359 marks the first cameo
appearance of Carnage, in one panel. NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #348, 350-353, + 359 w/Keys457

A 1990 Hammerhead Cobra Command Weapon vehicle from G.I.
Joe Series 9. This item measures approximately 20" x 10" x 9 1/2".
Includes the accompanying instructions booklet and pre-cut file
card for the driver figure. We believe this item to be complete.
Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons
were matched to their respective figure and vehicle. Both items
have varying degrees of condition and are in overall great
condition, but some signs of light storage wear is present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Hammerhead Vehicle458

A G.I Joe 1987 "Cobra MAGGOT" that is without box, but includes
figure "W.O.R.M.S", accessories, and instructions. MAGGOT
measures approximately 16" x 4". MAGGOT appears to be in great
condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear.
Series 6 W.O.R.M.S figure is in good condition with little to no
storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra MAGGOT" Vehicle459

Nine loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Gung-Ho, Duke, Incinerators, Muskrat, two Alley Vipers, Cobra
Commander, Backblast, and Colonel Courage. All figures come
with the accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours
were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were
matched to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying
degree of condition and they are in overall great condition, but
some display signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (9)460

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A G.I Joe 1992 "Cobra Glider" Air Commando that is without box,
but includes figure 11th series "Air Devil", accessories, and
instructions. Glider measures approximately 10" x 8". Cobra Glider
appears to be in great condition with minimal signs of storage wear
and sticker wear. Series 11 Air Devil figure is in good condition with
little to no storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra Glider" 1992 Air Commando461

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot462

A News Stand edition of issue #344 of the 1963 series. Issue #344
marks the first appearance of Cletus Kasady, who later becomes
Carnage and the first full appearance of Cardiac. VF+/NM-
condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #344 News Stand Edition463

Two figures from Kenner's 1983 Star Wars action figure line which
features Princess Leia in Boushh disguise and a Gamorrean
Guard. The Gamorrean Guard figure measures approximately 3
3/4" tall. Overall, these figures are in nice shape, however, do
exhibit light storage wear as seen in scuffs in the paint. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

180s Star Wars Leia & Gamorreon Guard Figures464

A collection of eight men's interest magazines including issues of
Playboy, Penthouse, Hustler and more. 250th Anniversary
Penthouse centerfold is signed by Amy Lyn. Magazines are in good
condition with some storage wear, and all centerfolds are intact.
Please see photos for further details and conditions. You get all
pictured. VF to NM overall.

1Men's Interest Modern Magazine Lot (8) SIGNED465

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot466

2 key issues from the 1963 series showcasing both Venom and
Carnage. #362 is a news stand variant.  VF+/NM- condition with
spine dings.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #362 + 363 | News Stand Edi467

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Flak-Viper, Wild Bill, Iceberg, Eels, Viper, Alley Viper, and
Wet-Suit. All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which
have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figures.
Each figure has a varying degree of condition and they are in
overall great condition, but some display signs of light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)468

LOT # QTY

A G.I Joe 1991 Air Commando that is without box, but includes
figure 10th series "Cloudburst", accessories, and instructions.
Glider measures approximately 10" x 8". Glider appears to be in
great condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker
wear. Series 10 Cloudburst figure is in good condition with little to
no storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Air Commando469

A complete set of Classic WWF trading cards from 1990. Contains
cards 1-145. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Classic WWF 1990 Trading Card Complete Set470

the second cameo appearance of Carnage including mention by
name, a hand, an arm and partial face. NM- comndition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #360471

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot472

A G.I Joe 1997 "Cobra Viper Team" that includes Flight Pod and
figure "Vipers", and accessories. Flight Pod measures
approximately 5" x 2". Flight Pod appears to be in great condition
with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Series 14
Vipers figure is in good condition with little to no storage wear and
is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra Viper Team" Flight Pod473

Two Cobra related vehicles from G.I. Joe which includes the Cobra
Ferret and Cobra's Sentry and Missile System (SMS). The SMS
measures approximately 13 1/2" long for size reference. Includes
the accompanying instructions booklet and we believe these items
to be complete. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories
and weapons were matched to their respective figure and vehicle.
Both items have varying degrees of condition and are in overall
nice condition, but some signs of light storage wear is present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Cobra Related Vehicle Lot of (3)474

A key issue and reprint of G.I. Joe #61 with interior art by Todd
McFarlane. Cover is inspired by Spider Man #1. NM condition.

1G.I. Joe Special #1 (1995)475

Four Desert Scorpion loose G.I. Joe figures from Series 10 in 1991.
All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have
been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Desert Scorpion Figure Lot of (4)476

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of thirteen issues of Cracked from 1986-1991.
Magazines vary in condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.  FN+ to NM range.

1Cracked Magazine Lot of (13)477

Two issues of Warped Magazine featuring both Batman and
Freddy Krueger on the cover. Overall both items appear to be in
nice condition, but does have a small amount of storage wear
along the spine and edges of the magazines. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Warped Magazine Lot of (2)478

A G.I Joe 1991 "Cobra Glider" Air Commando that is without box,
but includes figure 10th series "Night Vulture", and accessories.
Glider measures approximately 10" x 8". Cobra Glider appears to
be in great condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker
wear. Series 11 Night Vulture figure is in good condition with little
to no storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Cobra Glider" 1991 Air Commando479

A complete set of Classic WWF Series 2 trading cards from the
1990s. Contains cards 1-150. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Classic WWF Series 2 Trading Card Complete Set480

Issue #103 from the 1963 series. Issue marks the first appearance
of Gog. VF condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #103481

A 1984 Kenner Imperial Gunner & 1984 Imperial Gunner Power of
the Force coin. The Imperial Gunner measures approximately 4" for
size reference. Overall, both items are in nice condition but some
light storage and play wear is evident on both items, notably
present through scratching. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Star Wars Imperial Gunner & POTF Coin482

Issue #298 from the 1963 series. Issue marks the first cameo
appearance of Venom, and features cover art by Todd McFarlane.
NM- condition.

1The Amazing Spider-Man #298483

A variety of publications and magazines relating to wrestling.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Wrestling Related Publication Lot484

A collection of four 1989 G.I Joe "Annihilator" figures from the 8th
series. Figures each come with original accessories, but are loose
without box. Figures have small amounts of storage/playwear.
Hours were spent getting accessories to the correct figure. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe "Annihilator" Figure Lot (4)485

LOT # QTY

A Series 8 G.I. Joe Cobra Condor Z25 vehicle set which was
produced in 1989 with its matching driver Aero-Viper figure. We
believe this item to be complete. This item measures approximately
20" x 10" x 9 1/2". Includes the accompanying instructions booklet
and pre-cut file card for the driver figure. We believe this item to be
complete. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figure and vehicle. Both
items have varying degrees of condition and are in overall great
condition, but some signs of light storage wear is present. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Cobra Condor Z25 Vehicle Set486

A collection of six G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
ones from the mid to late 80's. Figures include Eels, Raptor, Croc
Master (x2), Big Boa, and Snow Serpent. Figures measure roughly
3 3/4" in height and come loose. Figures are in good condition with
small signs of playwear including paint wear. However, Cobra
figure is missing a hand and has glue residue. Please see photos
for further completion and detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (6)487

Four Night-Creeper loose G.I. Joe figures from Series 9 in 1990. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Night-Creeper Figure Lot of (4)488

A G.I Joe 1991 Air Commando that is without box, but includes
figure 10th series "Sky Creeper", accessories, and instructions.
Glider measures approximately 10" x 8". Glider appears to be in
great condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker
wear. Series 10 Sky Creeper figure is in good condition with little to
no storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Air Commando489

A complete set of Classic WWF trading cards from the 1991.
Features Undertaker's #30 rookie card. Contains cards 1-150.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Classic WWF 1991 Trading Card Complete Set490

A collection of thirteen issues of Cracked from 1989-1991.
Magazines vary FN+ to NM in condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Cracked Magazine Lot of (13)491

Includes magazines, coloring, and activity books relating to
Spider-Man, The Dark Crystal, The Simpsons, X-Men, and more!
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Comic Related Magazine Lot492

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of five G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
ones from the late 80's to 90's. Figures include Rampart, Gung Ho,
Cross-Country, Dial-Tone, and Sub-Zero. Figures measure roughly
3 3/4" in height and come loose and with some accessories.
Figures are in good condition with small signs of playwear including
paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the figures. Please see photos for further completion and detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (5)493

A 1983 G.I. Joe APC (Amphibious Personnel Carrier) from Series
2. Overall, this item is in nice shape, however, play wear is present
and the front axel is bent on both right and left wheels. Additionally,
this item is not complete as it is missing the belts. See pictures for
further condition details.

1GI Joe 1983 APC Vehicle494

A G.I Joe 1992 "Barracuda" and "Eco Striker" that come without
box but includes accessories, and instructions. Barracuda
measures 8 3/4"x 3 1/4" and Eco Striker measures 7 1/4"x 4 3/4".
Vehicles appear to be in good condition with minimal signs of
storage wear and sticker wear. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion
and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)495

Four loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
two Vipers and two T.A.R.G.A.T. figures. All figures come with the
accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall great condition, but some display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (4)496

A collection of fourteen issues of Cracked from 1992-1999.
Magazines vary FN+ to NM in condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Cracked Magazine Lot of (14)497

A variety of magazines and publications relating to rock and metal
bands such as Pantera, White Zombie, Kiss, and more! Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

1Rock & Metal Related Publications Lot498

A collection of seven G.I. Joe Electronic Super Sonic Fighters.
Figures include Viper, Road Pig, Law, Major Bludd, Lampreys,
Dodger and Tunnel Rat. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height
and come loose. Figures are in good condition with small signs of
playwear including paint wear. Figure packs have been tested and
are all in working condition aside from Tunnel Rat. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see

1G.I. Joe Super Sonic Fighters Lot of (7)499

LOT # QTY
photos for further completion and detailed conditions. You get all
pictured. Batteries are included, except for Tunnel Rat.

A Series 7 G.I. Joe Phantom X-19 Stealth Fighter vehicle set which
was produced in 1988 with its matching driver Ghostrider figure.
We believe this item to be complete. Box  measures approximately
28 3/4" x 15 1/2" x 4 5/8". Includes the accompanying instructions
booklet and pre-cut file card for the driver figure. We believe this
item to be complete. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figure
and vehicle. Both items have varying degrees of condition and are
in overall great condition, but some signs of light storage wear is
present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Cobra Phantom X-19 Stealth Fighter500

A collection featuring Mail-In catalogues from 1983-1994,
instruction guides, and more. Conditions vary. Please see photos
for further details and conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Mail-In Catalogues and More501

Four Crimson Guard loose G.I. Joe figures from Series 4 in 1985.
All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have
been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear such as
paint wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1GI Joe Crimson Guard Figure Lot of (4)502

A collection of fifteen issues of MAD Magazine from 1985-1987.
Magazines vary in condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1MAD Magazine Lot of (15)503

A complete set of cards and stickers from the 1989 Batman trading
card series. Contains 132 cards with 22 stickers. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

11989 Batman Trading Card Complete Set504

A G.I Joe 1992 Air Commando that is without box, but includes
figure 11th series "Spirit", and accessories. Glider measures
approximately 10" x 8". Glider appears to be in great condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Series 11 Spirit
figure is in good condition with little to no storage wear and is about
3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details.

1G.I. Joe Air Commando (1992)505

A wide variety of vintage to modern die-cast vehicles. Featuring
Matchbox, Racing Champions, Hot Wheels, and more! Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

1Die-Cast Vintage to Modern Variety Lot506

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of 16 G.I. Joe figures from various series from the 80's
to 90's. Figures all include multiples and include S.A.W Viper (x2),
H.E.A.T Viper (x2), Sludge Viper (x2), Vipers (x2), Hydro-Vipers
(x2), Alley Viper (x2), Frag-Viper (x2), and Night-Viper (x2). Figures
measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come loose and with some
accessories. Figures are in good condition with small signs of
playwear including paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the figures. Please see photos for further
completion and detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (16)507

Six G.I. Joe posters, calendar, and promotional store display signs
for G.I. Joe and Transformers. Conditions for all items vary, and
some posters display wear through roughed/creased edges. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Posters & More Lot508

32 assorted comics. Lot includes series like Lady Death, Spawn
and more. Spider-Man Book & Record set missing record. Overall
VF to NM, most are NM.

1Assorted Misc.  Comics Group509

Ten Headhunter Stormtroopers loose G.I. Joe figures from Series
12 in 1993. All figures come with the accompanying file cards,
which have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figures.
All accessories (except for one missile) are still attached to the
original factory sprues. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall great condition, but some display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Headhunter Stormtroopers Lot of (10)510

A collection of seven G.I. Joe figures from series such as Ninja
Force and Star Brigade. Figures include Slice, Dojo, Rushido,
Nunchuk, Ozone, Destro and Zartan. Figures measure roughly 3
3/4" in height and come loose with original accessories. Figures are
in great to excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear
or paint wear.  Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories
to the figures. Please see photos for further completion and
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figures Lot of (7)511

A variety of LEGO vehicle sets, including sets #1497, #4010,
#6041 and more! Sets may or may not be complete. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1LEGO Variety Vehicle Sets512

A collection of sixteen issues of MAD Magazine from 1988-1991.
Magazines vary in condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1MAD Magazine Lot of (16)513

LOT # QTY

Various toys and figures relating to Marvel and DC characters.
Features Spider-Man, Iron Man, Wolverine, Robin, the Riddler, and
more! The Wolverine plush measures approximately 19 1/4" tall for
size reference. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Marvel & DC Toy Lot514

A collection of five G.I. Joe figures from various series but primarily
ones from the 80's and 90's. Figures include Hardball, Wet-Suit,
Downtown, Topside and Capt. Grid-Iron. Figures measure roughly
3 3/4" in height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Figures are in great to excellent condition with
minimal to no signs of playwear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (5)515

Two figures from Kenner's 1983 Star Wars action figure line which
features two Imperial Stormtroopers in Hoth battle gear with one
original card. Figures measure about 3 7/8" tall. Overall, these
figures are in nice shape, however, do exhibit light storage wear as
seen in scuffs/discoloration in the paint. The card exhibits a surface
tear on the front from where the bubble once was. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Imperial Stormtrooper Hoth Lot of (2)516

A collection of six G.I. Joe figures from the Drug Elimination Force
series. Figures include Mutt & Junkyard, Cutter, Headman,
Headhunters (x2), and Shockwave. Figures measure roughly 3 3/4"
in height and come with information/identification card and
accessories. Light up Machinery have been tested with the current
batteries and are not in working order. Figures are in great to
excellent condition with minimal to no signs of playwear. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe Figure Lot of (6)517

A 1994 12" G.I. Joe mail-away figure of Joseph Colton with G.I.
Joe trunk produced by Hasbro. We believe this figure appears to be
complete. Overall, this figure seems to be in nice condition,
however, light storage wear is present on the figure and trunk
through minor scuffs in the paint. See pictures for further condition
details.

1GI Joe Joseph Colton Mail-Away518

A near run of the 2001 series that is only missing #40-42. #1 is a
2nd print and issues #32+33 come with both standard and Variant
covers. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1G.I Joe A Real American Hero #1-39 +42519

Three vehicles with a matching driver figure. Includes the Cobra
Fang II (1988), Cobra Piranha, and Cobra Overlord's Dictator with
Overlord figure (1987). All items come with either the
accompanying file cards or instruction blueprints. Hours were spent
to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figures. Each item has a varying degree of condition and

1GI Joe Figure & Vehicle Lot of (4)520

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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they are in overall great condition, but some display signs of light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

A collection of eight G.I. Joe Electronic Super Sonic Fighters and
Talking Commanders. Figures include Psyche Out, Rock N' Roll,
LT. Falcon, Dial-Tone, General Hawk, Zap, Stalker and Road Pig.
Figures measure roughly 3 3/4" in height and come loose. Figures
are in good condition with small signs of playwear including paint
wear. Figure packs have been tested and are all in working
condition aside from Road Pig. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the figures. Please see photos for further
completion and detailed conditions. You get all pictured. Batteries
are included, except for Road Pig.

1G.I. Joe Super Sonic Figure Lot of (8)521

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Storm Shadow, Spirit, Tele-Vipers, Alpine, Bazooka,
Shipwreck, and Dusty. All figures come with the accompanying file
cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that
any accessories and weapons were matched to their respective
figures. Each figure has a varying degree of condition and they are
in overall great condition, but some display signs of light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)522

A collection of thirteen issues of MAD Magazine from 1985-1997.
Magazines vary in condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1MAD Magazine Lot of (13)523

A Series 8 G.I. Joe Phantom X-19 Stealth Fighter vehicle set which
was produced in 1989 with its matching pilot Payload figure. We
believe this item to be complete. Box  measures approximately 21"
long for size reference. Includes the accompanying instructions
booklet and pre-cut file card for the driver figure. We believe this
item to be complete. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figure
and vehicle. Both items have varying degrees of condition and are
in overall great condition, but some signs of light storage wear is
present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Crusader Space Shuttle W/ Figure524

A series 11 Cobra Ninja Viper figure. Figure was a Mail-in offer
from Hasbro direct. Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and comes
with original black swords that are still sealed in their original bag.
Figure come loose with identification card and is in excellent
condition. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I. Joe Series 11 Cobra Ninja Viper (1992)525

A 1989 Night Scrambler Equalizer from G.I. Joe's Series Eight
which we believe to be complete. Features Muskrat, Spearhead &
Max, Crazylegs, and Outback figures. The vehicle measures

1GI Joe Night Scrambler Vehicle526

LOT # QTY
approximately 14 1/2" x 6 1/4" x 5 5/8". Hours were spent to ensure
that any accessories and weapons were matched to this vehicle
and figures. All items have varying degrees of condition and are in
overall beautiful condition, but some signs of light storage wear is
present. See pictures for further condition details.

A G.I Joe 1984 "Cobra Rattler" plane that is without box, but
includes figure "Wild Weasel", instructions, and accessories.
Vehicle measures 18"x17 1/2". Plane appears to be in good
condition with small signs of playwear and sticker wear. Wild
Weasel figure measures 3 3/4" and is in good condition with some
paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I Joe "Cobra Rattler" Plane527

Features a Star Destroyer, a Y-Wing, and two Twin-Pod Cloud
Cars, vintage Kenner card backings, and more. All ships were
produced by Kenner from 1979-1980. Overall, items are in nice
shape but do display a range of wear, from paint chipping,
creasing, and cut out portions of the cards. Additionally, the Y-Wing
is missing the right wing. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Vintage Die-Cast Lot528

A 1990 G.I. Joe Avalanche with Ice Mine Launcher, and figure
"Cold Front" that come without box but not packaged. Lot includes
accessories, instructions, and box card. Avalanche with mine
separated measures 14 1/2"x 7 1/2". Ice Mine measures 11"x 6
3/4" and when inserted adds 1 3/4" to the avalanche. Vehicles
appear to be in good condition with minimal signs of storage wear
and sticker wear. Cold Front figure measures 3 3/4" in height.
Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles.
Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I Joe "Avalanche w/ Ice Mine Launcher"529

Two G.I. Joe Battle Copters with matching Interrogator and Major
Altitude figures. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories
and weapons were matched to both Battle Copters and figures.
The Cobra themed Battle Copter has been previously assembled,
however, the G.I. Joe Battle Copter mostly remains on the original
factory sprues. All items have varying degrees of condition and are
in overall beautiful condition, but some signs of light storage wear
is present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Battle Copter W/ Figures530

A collection consisting of a G.I Joe Ninja Battles Box Set which
includes a DVD and Comic, as well as a G.I Joe Lunchbox with
drink container, and a set of playing cards. Box set has been
opened but appears in good condition with all figures and
accessories. The DVD is used with a few scratches, and DVD box
has some wear and creases. Lunchbox measures 8 3/4" x6 3/4"
and is in great condition. Overall Items vary in size and conditions,

1G.I Joe DVD And Merch Lot531

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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please see photos for further details and conditions. You get all
pictured.

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Wet-Suit, Flak-Viper, Outback, Destro, Alley Viper, and
two Headhunters figures. All figures come with the accompanying
file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure
that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of condition
and they are in overall great condition, but some display signs of
light storage wear. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)532

A G.I Joe 1990 "Sky HAVOC" and "Sky Hawk" from the Sky Patrol
series that come without box, but include accessories and
instructions. HAVOC measures approximately 13 1/2"x 5" and
includes a hidden scout craft which measures 6 1/4"x3". Sky Hawk
measures 8 1/4"x3 3/4".  Vehicles appear to be in good condition
with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)533

A Series 10 G.I Joe 1990 Air Commando that is without box, but
includes figure "Skymate", accessories, and instructions. Glider
measures approximately 10" x 8". Glider appears to be in great
condition with minimal signs of storage wear and decal wear.
Figure is in good condition with little to no storage wear and is
about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles and figures. Please see photos for
further completion and condition details.

1G.I. Joe Air Commando534

A collection of G.I Joe items including the 1986 complete board
game, two puzzles, two mini puzzles, tissues, and more. Puzzles
appear to have all pieces, and board game is complete. Items vary
in condition but are overall good with some wear. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1G.I Joe Activity Lot535

A variety  of 1980s and 1990s action figures and video game
ads/catalog cutouts. Contains advertisements for Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles, G.I. Joe and more! Conditions vary. You get all
pictured.

180s/90s Action Figure/Video Games Catalogs & More536

A collection of assorted magazines including issues of Maxim,
Heavy Metal, TV Book and more. Magazines vary in condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Men's Interest and More Magazine Lot537

LOT # QTY

A wide variety of items pertaining to G1 Transformers, from tech
spec cards, to decals, action cards, instruction booklets, and more!
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Transformers Misc. Variety Lot538

A collection of two, sealed in package, figures from the Diablo II
videogame (2000). Figures include The Unraveller and Barbarian.
Figures appear to be in excellent condition as they are still sealed
in original package. Card and bubble for both figure are in good
condition. Bubble is slightly separated from card on bottom center
of both figures. Cards have very minimal to no damage aside from
some curve to the corners, due to storage. Carded figures
measures 11 3/8" x 8 3/8". Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1Diablo II Figure Lot (2)539

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Viper, Long Arm, Law, Gristle, Metal-Head, Firefly, and
Roadblock. All figures come with the accompanying file cards,
which have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figures.
Each figure has a varying degree of condition and they are in
overall great condition, but some display signs of light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)540

A collection of five modern Playboy magazines that feature female
wrestlers such as Sable and Chyna. Magazines are in good
condition with some storage wear, and all centerfolds are intact but
few do have some additional creases. Please see photos for further
details and conditions. You get all pictured.

1Modern Playboy Magazine Lot (5)541

A variety of magazines and catalogs relating to LEGO such as
LEGO Mania, Create Your Own Adventure, and more! Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

1LEGO Related Catalog &  Magazine Lot542

A collection of four MASK Vehicles, their figures, and accessories.
Vehicles include Firecracker, Rhino, Piranha, and Firefly. Lot
additionally includes a sticker album and various catalogues.
Vehicles come loose, without box, and are in good condition.
Vehicles show signs of playwear including small surface scratches
or sticker wear. Rhino is the largest vehicle and measures
approximately 6" in height, and 13" in length. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1MASK Vehicle and Sticker Lot543

A 1985 Transportable Tactical Battle Platform from G.I. Joe's
Series Four. The box measures approximately 21" x 15 1/2" x 5
1/4". Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to this set. All items have varying degrees
of condition and are in overall nice  condition, but some signs of

1GI Joe Transportable Tactical Battle Platform544

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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light storage wear is present as seen through warping in the
windshield and a crack in the middle of the main base. Additionally,
the black ladder appears to be missing. See pictures for further
condition details.

A WWE Elite Scale Ring with box. Item is not complete, as it is
missing 7 support pegs and mat cover. Ring measures 22"x22" and
is in okay to good condition but does display signs of playwear
including some dents, areas of residue, and scratches. Box
measures approximately 13 1/2"x 24" and is in good condition with
some wear. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1WWE Elite Scale Ring Set (2010)545

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years. Includes
Charbroil, Mainframe, Tunnel Rat, Muskrat, and Law & Order. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. Each figure has
a varying degree of condition and they are in overall great
condition, but some display signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)546

An assortment of entertainment publications including coloring
books, player's guides, sticker albums, magazines and more.
Conditions vary. Please see photos for details. You get all pictured.

1Assorted Entertainment Publication Lot547

A working Atari Lynx from 1989 with eight game cartridges and two
shirts (Shadow of the Beast shirt is size XL and Lynx shirt is size
L). Includes instructions, AC adapter, and Comlynx cable. Features
Gates of Zendocon, Blue Lightning, Shadow of the Beast, Hard
Drivin', Gauntlet, Chips Challenge, Electrocop, and one unlabeled
cartridge. All eight game cartridges were tested, however, the one
that is unlabeled does not appear to work. Overall, this item is in
nice condition, however does exhibit signs of playwear and all
boxes display a variety wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Atari Lynx Video Game System W/ Games548

A collection of four 1990's G.I. Joe dolls with accessories and extra
outfits. Dolls included are Duke, Stalker, Cobra Commander, and
Snake Eyes. Dolls are 12" in height and come with base stands.
Lot includes Swamp mission gear, and SWAT assault gear. Dolls
are in great condition with little to no signs of playwear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the figures. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Doll Lot (4)549

Five loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years with
additional, "G.I. Joe: Revenge of the Pharaohs" VHS tape. Includes
Ambush, Big Ben, Spearhead & Max, Outback, and Rapid-Fire. All
figures come with the accompanying file cards, which have been

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (5)550

LOT # QTY
pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figures. VHS tape has
been untested. Each figure has a varying degree of condition and
they are in overall great condition, but some display signs of light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

A 1989 WWF Wrestling Ring by Hasbro. Wrestling ring measures
13 1/2 "x13 1/2" and comes with ropes, flag, and championship
belt. Ring is used and in okay/good condition with heavy amounts
of scratches and marks to stickers. Elastic of the ring ropes has lost
some elasticity as well. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1WWF Wrestling Ring 1989 Set551

Two G.I. Joe vehicles with matching figures from Series 6 in 1987.
Features the Vector (Jet) with Vector pilot, Maverick, and the
Eliminator (4WD) with Eliminator driver, Blocker. Includes the
accompanying instruction booklets and pre-cut file card for the
figures. Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and
weapons were matched to their respective figure and vehicle. Both
items have varying degrees of condition and are in overall nice
shape, but signs of storage wear is present throughout. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Vector & Eliminator Vehicle/Figure Set552

A collection of three 1990's G.I. Joe dolls in their original boxes and
one 1978 Luke Skywalker doll as well as an accessory trunk. G.I.
Joe dolls included are Destro, Grunt, and Heavy Duty. Dolls are 12"
in height. GI Joe dolls are in great condition with little to no signs of
playwear; however, Luke has paint wear and playwear including
stains and rips. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories
to the figures. Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Doll Lot (4)553

Seven loose G.I. Joe figures from various series and years.
Includes Viper, Dr. Mindbender, Flak-Viper, Alley Viper, Night
Creeper Leader, Big Bear, and Keel-Haul. All figures come with the
accompanying file cards, which have been pre-cut. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to their respective figures. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall great condition, but some display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Loose Figure Lot of (7)554

A collection of Star Wars themed items such as ornaments, lamps,
mugs, hot wheels, an AVON exclusive action fleet and more.
Several items are brand new, in box such as the BB8 lamp and
mug, Action fleet, and Hot Wheels. Items vary in condition. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

1Star Was Assorted Item Lot555

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A wide variety of G.I. Joe media items, including VHS tapes,
coloring books, cards, books, an Atari game, and more! Conditions
vary. VHS tapes, game, and film floppy disk are untested. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Media Variety Lot556

A collection of various magazines, publications, and even signed
photograph of wrestler Konnan. Photographs are 8x10 for
reference. Conditions vary amongst items. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Wrestling Publication Lot557

A vintage 1970s Star Wars set of flat and fitted bed sheets meant
for a twin sized mattress. Both sheets are in overall nice shape,
however, there is a tear present along the seem of the fitted sheet's
corner. See pictures for further condition details.

1Star Wars Vintage Twin Bed Sheets558

A collection of five various WWF/WWE action figures including
figures of Shawn Michaels, Mark Henry, Eddie Guerrero, Edge, and
Kurt Angle. Figures all come in their original packaging, but
packaging is in fair condition. Cards and bubbles suffer from
creasing, bends, and rips. Bubbles look as if they have been
crushed in some places. Figures look to be in good condition
inside. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1WWF/WWE Figure Lot (5)559

Three Tiger Force related vehicles with eight figures from G.I. Joe's
1988 Series 7 and 1989 Series 8. Vehicles include the Tiger Shark,
Tiger Fish, and Tiger Sting. Figures include Duke, Tripwire,
Bazooka, Roadblock, Flint, Lifeline, and two Dusty figures. Includes
the accompanying instructions booklet and pre-cut file card for all
figures (except one Dusty figure). Hours were spent to ensure that
any accessories and weapons were matched to their respective
figure and vehicle. All items have varying degrees of condition and
are in overall nice condition, but some signs of light storage wear is
present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Tiger Force Vehicles & Figures Lot560

A G.I Joe 1990 "Raider" that is without box, but includes figure "Hot
Seat", accessories, and instructions. Raider measures
approximately 16" x 7". Raider appears to be in great condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Series 8 Hot Seat
figure is in great condition with little to no storage wear and is
about 3 3/4" in height. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details.

1G.I. Joe "Raider" Vehicle561

Six WWE figures that are still in their original packaging. Features
two Undertaker figures, Billy Gunn, Ted DiBiase, Triple H, and
Conditions vary, however, bubble crunching, creasing, scuffs along
the edge are present on all items. The Chris Jericho figure exhibits

1WWE Figure Lot of (6)562

LOT # QTY
a heavy amount of wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

A G.I Joe 1987  "Dominator", "Sky Sweeper" and 'Vindicator" that
are without boxes, but includes figures, accessories, and
instructions. Vindicator measures approximately 14 " x 9" and is the
longest of the vehicles. Vehicles appear to be in great condition
with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (3)563

A Series 2 G.I. Joe Skystriker XP 14-F combat jet with fighter pilot
figure, Ace. This jet measures approximately 23" x 22" x 5" with
wings fully extended. This set appears to be missing one parachute
and smaller missile. Overall, this item is in nice condition, however,
play wear is present and the hind left landing gear door has a break
on the hinge. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Combat Jet: Sky Striker XP-14F564

A collection of books and magazines regarding comics, toys, and
collectibles. Conditions vary VF to NM, Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Comics and Collectibles Publication Lot565

Five G.I. Joe vehicles, which includes the Battlefield Robot Radar
Rat (1989), Battlefield Robot Tri-Blaster (1989), Cobra Pogo
(1987), L.C.V. Recon Sled (1986), and Polar Battle Bear (1983).
Includes some of the accompanying instruction booklets. Hours
were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were
matched to their respective vehicles, but sets may not be complete.
Both items have varying degrees of condition and are in overall
nice shape, but signs of storage wear is present throughout. See
pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Vehicles Lot of (5)566

A 1994 Street Fighter Shadowloo Headquarters set that is without
box. Set comes incomplete and is missing M Bison figure as well
as some set pieces. Overall Shadowloo is in good condition with
some signs of playwear and storage wear including some surface
scratches. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and further details.

1Streetfighter Shadowloo Headquarters567

A signed promotional photo from the band members of Megadeth
and a signed album poster from D.R.I. The accompanying
Certificates of Authenticity do not come with these items, however,
Back to the Past Collectibles believes these items to be genuine.

1Megadeth/DRI Band Autographs Lot of (2)568

A 1986 Cobra Night Raven S³P that comes with original box,
includes figure "Strato-Viper", accessories, and instructions. Night
Raven measures approximately 27" x 17". Strato Viper measures 3
3/4" in height and is in good condition with some paint wear.

1G.I. Joe Cobra Night Raven S³P569
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Vehicles appear to be in great condition with minimal signs of
storage wear and sticker wear. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion
and further details.

A 1988 G.I. Joe Cobra Bugg set that comes with the accompanying
driver, Secto-Viper from Series 7. This vehicle measures
approximately 13 1/4" x 6 1/4" x 10 1/2". The figure comes with the
accompanying file card, which has been pre-cut. Hours were spent
to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figure and vehicle. Each figure has a varying degree of
condition and they are in overall nice condition, but some display
signs of play wear. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1GI Joe Cobra Bugg Set570

A collection of various loose figures including figures from Batman,
The Tick, and Barbie. Barbie is the largest figure measuring 11 1/2"
for reference. Items vary in condition. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

1Loose Figure Lot571

Includes World of Warcraft, Fallout figures, and strategy guides for
games like Dungeons & Dragons, Baldur's Gate, and more!
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Gaming Variety Lot572

57 issues from various modern G.I. Joe series including G.I. Joe
Frontline, G.I. Joe VS Transformers II, and more. NM condition.

1G.I. Joe Modern Comic Group (57)573

A 2007 WWE Punjabi Prison Match set which was produced by
Jakks Pacific in 2007. Both wrestling rings measure approximately
13 1/4" x 13 1/4". This set comes with ten cage panels with the
door and does not appear to be complete. Overall, this item is in
okay shape, however, does display moderate playwear through
scratching, torn decals, and breaks present within some portions of
the cage. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1WWE Punjabi Prison Match Jakks Pacific574

A collection of items including stickers, commemorative plates,
calendars, books and more for titles from video games, tv, etc.
Items vary in condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Pop Culture Variety Lot575

Two G.I. Joe vehicles, which includes the 1987 Marauder
(Motorcycle Tank) and the 1989 Pulverizer. Includes the
accompanying instruction booklets. Hours were spent to ensure
that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective vehicles. Both items have varying degrees of condition
and are in overall nice shape, but signs of storage wear is present
throughout. See pictures for further condition details.

1G.I. Joe Vehicle Lot of (2)576

LOT # QTY

A G.I Joe 1986 "Tomahawk" that is with original box, and includes
figure "Lift-Ticket", accessories, and instructions. Tomahawk
measures approximately 21" x 6". Tomahawk appears to be in
great condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker
wear. Series 5 Lift-Ticket figure is in great condition with little to no
storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height. Box is in fair condition.
Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles.
Please see photos for completion and further details.

1G.I. Joe "Tomahawk" Helicopter577

A WWF Official Wrestling Ring produced by Hasbro in 1993. This
ring measures approximately 16" x 16" x 12 5/16". We believe that
this set is complete and comes with an additional cut out face of
the box. Overall, the items included are in good condition, but do
exhibit signs of play wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1WWF King Of The Ring578

A G.I Joe 1991 "Battle Wagon" that is with box and includes
accessories, and instructions. Raider measures approximately 13"
x 8". Battle Wagon appears to be in great condition with minimal
signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Cannon has been tested
and is fully functioning. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details. Batteries are not included.

1G.I. Joe "Battle Wagon" Vehicle579

A Commodore Amiga 500 Personal Computer with power supply
cord produced in 1987. This item is not complete, as it is missing
the mouse, user guides, and diskettes. This item is untested. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Commodore Amiga 500580

A collection of various WWE playsets including a working 1999
Titan Tron Live set with box. Lot also includes a Royal Rumble ring
that measures 13 1/4"x13 1/4" for reference as well as various
accessories and props. Playsets vary in incompleteness. Hours
were spent getting accessories together. Please see photos for
completion and further details. Batteries are not included.

1WWE Assorted Play Set Lot581

Two WWE 6ft tall banners of Stone Cold Steve Austin and The
Undertaker produced by Titan Sports in 1998. Both posters
measure approximately 79" x 36". Overall nice condition, with slight
scuffing being present along the edges of the banners. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Stone Cold & Undertaker Banners Lot of (2)582

A collection of decorative three glass/mirror art pieces (Batman,
Goldberg, and Iron Maiden), as well as a box of card display
sleeves, and a WWE poster. Glass art varies in size with the
largest being the Batman piece which measures 12"x12". Glass
pieces are in good condition and come with a protective card board
frame for storage. Batman piece has a small chip on the right edge.

1Glass and Assorted Display Lot583

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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WWE posters measures 10 3/4"x13 3/4" and has some slight
bending and creasing. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

A 1988 G.I. Joe Rollin' Thunder vehicle from Series 7 with the
accompanying driver figure, Armadillo. This vehicle measures
approximately 24" long (not extended). The figure comes with the
accompanying file card, which has been pre-cut. We believe this
item to be complete as hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figure
and vehicle. Each item has a varying degree of condition and they
are in overall nice condition, but some display signs of play wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Rollin' Thunder Vehicle Set584

A 1987 G.I. Joe Mobile Command Center that includes a series 6
"Steam Roller" figure. Command center comes in original box that
measures 19"x24"x9". Steam Roller figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition. Command Center is in good
condition with signs of wear including bends, scratches, paint wear,
and even small breaks. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details.

1G.I Joe Mobile Command Center585

Twelve loose G.I. Joe figures from Mega Marines and Mega
Monsters. Includes four Mega-Vipers, Gungo-Ho, two
Cyber-Vipers, Mirage, Blast-Off, Clutch, Bio-Viper, Monstro-Viper,
and more. All figures come with the accompanying file cards, which
have been pre-cut. Hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figures.
Each figure has a varying degree of condition and they are in
overall nice condition, but some display signs of light storage wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1GI Joe Mega Marines & Monsters Lot586

A 1990 G.I. Joe "General" that includes a series 9 "Major Storm"
figure. General comes in original box that measures 24"x28 1/2"x7
1/2". Major Storm figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good
condition. General is in good condition with signs of wear including
some light surface scratches and paint wear. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for completion and further details.

1G.I Joe "General"587

A 1984 G.I. Joe Killer W.H.A.L.E. hovercraft vehicle from Series 3
with the accompanying driver figure, Cutter. The figure comes with
the accompanying file card, which has been pre-cut. We believe
this item to be complete as hours were spent to ensure that any
accessories and weapons were matched to their respective figure
and vehicle. Each item has a varying degree of condition and they
are in overall nice condition, but some display signs of play wear.

1GI Joe Killer W.H.A.L.E. Hovercraft588

LOT # QTY
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

A variety of pieces of model train sets, including train cars, tracks,
engines, and more! Features pieces produced by Lehmann LGB
and some items in HO scale. Conditions vary. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Model Train Lehmann/LGB Set589

Three Dreadnok related G.I. Joe vehicles and ten figures from
various series and years. Vehicles include the Dreadnok Ground
Assault, Dreadnok Swampfire, and Zartan The Enemy With Swamp
Skier (Chameleon). Figures include Gnawgahyde, Monkeywrench,
Buzzer, Torch, Ripper, Road Pig, Zandar, Zanzibar, Zarana, and
Zartan. The Swampfire measures approximately 10" x 3 1/4" x 4
1/2" for size reference. Includes the accompanying instructions
booklets and pre-cut file card for all figures. Hours were spent to
ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched to their
respective figure and vehicle. All items have varying degrees of
condition and are in overall nice condition, but some signs of light
storage wear is present. See pictures for further condition details.

1GI Joe Vehicles & Figures Lot590

Issue #1 in the 1982 series G.I. Joe. NM condition.
1G.I. Joe A Real American Hero #1 (1982)591

A 1983 G.I. Joe Headquarters Command Center from Series 2.
Hours were spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons
were matched to their respective sets. Overall the items included in
this set are in nice condition, but do feature signs of play and
storage wear through markings, decal scuffing, and scratching. The
box displays signs of moderate to heavy storage wear, through
tears, scuffing along the edges, bent exterior flaps, and one
missing interior flap. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1GI Joe Headquarters Command Center592

Issue #316 from the 1963 series. Issue marks the 3rd appearance
of Venom and the first full cover of Venom. NM condition.

1The Amazing Spider Man #316593

A 1986 G.I. Joe Cobra Terror Drome from Series 5 with matching
Cobra Terror Drome Firebat pilot, A.V.A.C. The figure comes with
the accompanying file card, which has been pre-cut. Hours were
spent to ensure that any accessories and weapons were matched
to this respective set and figure. Overall the items included in this
set are in nice condition, but do feature signs of play and storage
wear through scratching, paint scuffing (as seen on the figure), and
some small pieces have been previously broken and reglued. The
box displays signs of moderate storage wear, through writing,
scuffing along the edges, and corner fraying. See pictures for
further condition and completion details. You get all pictured.

1G.I. Joe 1986 Cobra Terror Dome594
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